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SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

Turnout Has SP Rethinking Election Method
BY LAURA DOUGLASS
Staff Writer

Less than 8 percent of eligible voters in Southern
Pines have cast ballots in the
town’s two most recent primary elections, including the
election that wrapped up last
Tuesday.
At an expected cost to the
town of $22,000 for elec-

tion-related expenses, some
have questioned whether this
first-cut election is needed.
At least two of the candidates
on last week’s ballot, Ann
Petersen and Taylor Clement,
suggested doing away with
the primary component.
The town’s charter requires
a primary when there are
more than twice as many can-

didates as open seats. So with
five candidates vying for two
seats — that also occurred in
2017 — a primary election
was needed to eliminate one
candidate prior to the general
election. This is what’s called
the “nonpartisan primary
and election method.”

Priorities,
Funding
Revisited

BALLOT COUNT:
Just over 800 voters
cast ballots in last
Tuesday’s primary
election, paring the
list of candidates for
two council seats
from five to four.

see ELECTION, page A6
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SOFISHTICATED ROYALTY

BY MARY KATE MURPHY
Staff Writer

To the surprise of no one who’s doing any building these days, the Moore
County Board of Education may find itself needing to recalibrate its construction spending to absorb recent price
spikes for everything from labor to supplies.
Earlier
this
It’s estimated that year, the school
future construction board approved
projects could cost an extensive list
of construction
up to 30 percent work over the
over the district’s next few years
initial estimates.
using
money
from
several
funds, including the sale of retired school
campuses, the district’s regular lottery
and local capital funding, and federal
COVID-19 relief funds.
The list totals about 45 projects, including new high school running tracks,
roof replacements and utilities upgrades
around the district. Those projects were
compiled, in part, based on the amount of
funding coming available over the next
few years.
But the school board learned this past
week that those initial cost estimates
stand to increase significantly. John
Birath, Moore County Schools’ director
for operations, said that worker shortages and increases in the price of materials
stand to add a projected total of $2 million to the cost of projects that the school
board had hoped to pay using pandemic
relief and local capital funding.
Based on progress so far with the first
few projects approved this past spring,
Birath estimated that future projects
could run between 5 and 30 percent over
the district’s initial cost estimates.
“Coming out of the gate with these costs
led to discussions with contractors, vendors and engineers about the volatility of
material and labor costs,” said Birath.
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Julie McNicol tries out a royal
wave after being crowned Sardine
Queen at the Annual International
Sardine Festival in Aberdeen on
Friday. She was joined by previous
queens and her daughter Briar, 11,
who added to the celebration with
a bubble blower. Left, kids enjoy
the festival’s selection of sardines,
Moon Pies and RC Cola.

New Task Force
Talks Broadband
BY LAURA DOUGLASS
Staff Writer

It took a global epidemic to hammer home the
importance of broadband cable access to even
the farthest-flung communities. In Moore County,
at least, that issue is about to get addressed.
Determining where broadband is needed — and
the means of making service affordable — are
two of the main focus areas for the county’s new
Digital Inclusion Task Force.
The Moore County Board of Commissioners
authorized the group’s creation on Oct. 5, with a
goal of developing a Broadband Inclusion Plan
that can be submitted to the state for funding
consideration.
“There is significant broadband funding in the
(proposed) state budget,” said County Chairman
Frank Quis. “What can we do to hit the ground
running when the budget is passed and make
sure we are not the last to apply for grants, the
last to get signed up with contractors?”
Chris Butts, Moore County’s director of information technology, said the task force will serve
that purpose.
“It is putting the right people in the room to
discuss where we want to work (in expanding
broadband),” he said.

IMPROVEMENT PLANS

Schools to Tackle ‘Learning Loss’
BY MARY KATE MURPHY
Staff Writer

State tests administered to public
school students this spring showed that
many children have fallen behind in
learning over the course of the coronavirus pandemic.
Across the board in all subjects, 52 percent of Moore County Schools students
scored a Level 3 or above to indicate an
acceptable grasp of the educational standards defined for their grade level.
That’s down from 61 percent in the
2018-2019 school year. North Carolina
skipped testing in 2020 after shifting all
students to virtual learning that spring.
Principals and teachers across the district have spent the last month, since the
state released this spring’s testing data,
identifying their schools’ losses and
gains.
With a few exceptions — sixth grade
math results at Crains Creek Middle, the
overall strong performance by McDeeds
Creek Elementary students in the first
year of testing since the school opened
— losses outpaced gains.

see BROADBAND, page A5

SANDHILLS SCENE

Time to Change
S.P. Election Style

Distinguished Speakers
Series Continues Tradition

No other municipality in the
county uses this costly and
needless two-step method.

UNC Pembroke presents
a lineup of the best and
brightest talent.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

SPORTS

Readers share their views on
a number of current events.

Classified Ads
Real Estate

B7-14 Obituaries
C1-6 Opinion
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Teachers Carlin Lee, Anna
Anderson and Heather Lycans,
top, and Rebecca Baker, left,
prepare classrooms at McDeeds
Creek
Elementary
School
in January. McDeeds Creek
plans to have 80 percent of its
students performing on grade level
by the end of the current school year.

see PLANS, page A6

OPINION

A Cleaner Future

see CONSTRUCTION, page A5

WEATHER FORECAST
TODAY

MONDAY

79°

TUESDAY

78°

62°

62°

Warm, Some Clouds
Outlasting the Opposition Feels Like: 78°
Precip: 19%
Pinecrest uses conditioning
as another offensive weapon.
Winds: N at 7 mph

Some Showers
Feels Like: 79°
Precip: 57%
Winds: NNE at 5 mph

A7, 12-13 Puzzles
B1-2 Sports

A9
B3-5
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81°
62°

Partly Cloudy
Feels Like: 84°
Precip: 5%
Winds: NW at 4 mph
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